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Dear kindred spirit friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as 

Emanuel Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers 

of our Lord  Jesus. We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading. G 

  INTROSPECTION– SELF EXAMINATION 

 

======================================  

 

 

Contacts and reactions 

We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 16. 

Reactions will be published to the incoming order again: 

================================================================ 

http://www.zelfbeschouwing.info/
mailto:zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com


 
 

The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 17th of a month] is processed 

in the next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed 

and is naturally included in the subsequent publication 

 

             Gerard 

================================================================ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “For where two or three gather in 

my name, there am I with them.” 

Matthew 18:20 

============================ 

As promised, the Lord is in the midst of those who are gathered in his 
name and talk about him and are busy with Him. 
We can always trust blindly that He wants to give us everything we 
need and what is best for us.  
 
Question: Is especially the big number of people important to the Lord 
important so that he with His presence can stay with us? 
 
Proposal: No, the Lord attracts the hearts of the people. All those who 
gather sincere in his name, which may be sure that they stay in 
communion with the living Lord. 
 

[Source: http://meister-eckhart.ning.com/?xg_source=msg_mes_network] 

 

================================================================ 

 

 

Jakob Lorber Bulletin International exists – together with 

Giuseppe [the founder!] – already two years! 

In the first place, I especially thank the heavenly Lord that He made it possible for us 

to come to an international exchange. Without Him, there could be no blessing upon 

it. 

http://meister-eckhart.ning.com/?xg_source=msg_mes_network


 
 

We thank Giuseppe for the establishment and realization of this beautiful useful 

magazine. 

The fact that this organ magazine, together with him, has now been in existence for 

two years, is also due to the translators. 

Elke K. from Germany and Relana  v.d V. from the Netherlands. Without these lovely 

people, this would not have been possible. We also thank the sponsors for their 

donations; We are and remain dependent on donations and this makes it possible to 

finance the translations and corrections. 

We would also like to thank all those who have proposed the themes and have 

contributed so far; Without these writers, this bulletin cannot function. G 

================================================================ 

Günter from Switzerland 

Dear Gerard, 
 

Wilfried is moving towards improvement. When he was brought yesterday to Stuttgart by me, 
he could sit at the table, cut his own food and eat without help and speak understandable 
and  he could even stand for the first time!  Arrived in Stuttgart, he first needed his computer. 
Maybe he will soon be writing again. 
 
Kind regards, 
Günter 
 

Answer 

Dear Günter, 
 
Thank you very much for the good news - these happy tidings about Wilfried, I will mention 
separately in the bulletin.- This is just in time for the March Bulletin! Your wonderful 
contribution on LOVE, I will of course publish with 'care' in the upcoming April issue. 
 
I am cheerful and grateful to the Lord that Wilfried has physically become 'alive' again. 
 
Praise the Lord! G. 
  

================================================================ 

 

 

 



 
 

Ricardo Arruda ut Brasile 

Caro Gerard, 

Respondendo a sua pergunta feita no Jacob Lorber International Bulletin DEZ/2016, eu gostaria de 

dizer que existem pequenos grupos de leitores assíduos da Nova Revelação também no Brasil. 

Mantemos um modesto site (www.novarevelacao.org) e costumamos nos corresponder com 

outro site brasileiro (www.neoteosofia.org), ambos apenas em Português.  Além disto, mantemos 

permanente contato com o pastor Egídio (www.refugio betania.org), de Portugal. 

O pastor Egídio foi quem nos apresentou o Jacob Lorber International Bulletin, o que muito nos 

alegrou.  Seria fantástico para nós se o Jacob Lorber International Bulletin fosse publicado também 

em Português!  Esperamos que vocês consigam um tradutor adequado! 

Atualmente procuramos seguir orientações do pastor Egídio, pois sentimos no Refúgio Betânia a 

presença forte de nosso Pai. 

Nosso site se baseia na obra de uma alemã chamada Yolanda Linau, que veio para o Brasil como 

refugiada da Segunda Guerra e trouxe com ela muitos livros de Lorber (segundo ela, seu verdadeiro 

tesouro).  Yolanda passou a traduzir os livros para o Português ao longo dos anos, e uma associação 

de apoio se formou em torno de sua obra.  

Após a morte de Yolanda, uma amiga de seu grupo de estudos chamada Hannelore Segala, 

brasileira de pais alemães e ainda vivendo entre nós, continuou as traduções do Alemão para o 

Português, mas interrompeu recentemente o trabalho por causa de sua idade avançada. 

Hoje dispomos de algumas obras e artigos em Português que não são encontrados em outras 

línguas.  Aos poucos, também tentamos traduzir para o Inglês todo o material de que dispomos aqui. 

Destacamos o livro “Dádivas do Céu”, um diário de Lorber registrando conversas íntimas e 

ensinamentos cotidianos dados pelo Pai. 

Segundo Hannelore, o problema não é só financeiro, mas principalmente encontrar um tradutor 

Português x Inglês realmente “tocado” pelo Pai. Não sendo assim, a tradução não ficará verdadeira. 

Por acaso você se interessaria pelos originais em Alemão para serem traduzidos direto para o 

Inglês?  Nosso interesse é exclusivamente disponibilizar ao mundo o que temos aqui, e sabemos que 

o Inglês hoje é praticamente uma linguagem universal.  Se preferir, você gostaria de conversar a 

respeito com Hannelore (por telefone, email ou por Skype) direto em alemão?  

Nota 1: Eu não falo uma palavra em Alemão e, como você pode ver, meu Inglês é limitado... 

(ainda bem que existe o Google Tradutor).  Posso passar os dados de Hannelore para você, caso haja 

interesse. Ela está de acordo. 

Nota 2: Há alguns anos perdi o contato com um casal da Nova Zelândia (Ben e Loes,  da Jacob 

Lorber Foundation of New Zealand) e de outros amigos nossos que residem na Holanda.  Nós nos 

comunicávamos pelos  emails bendk@clear.net.nz   andlorber/info@clear.net.nz  , mas não temos 

recebido mais respostas.  Você os conhece? 

http://www.novarevelacao.org/
http://www.neoteosofia.org/
http://betania.org/
mailto:bendk@clear.net.nz
mailto:lorber/info@clear.net.nz


 
 

Abraços fraternais!! 

Ricardo Arruda 

=================================================================== 

Ricardo Arruda from Brazil 

Dear Gerard, 
   
Responding to your question in the Jacob Lorber International Bulletin DEC / 2016, I 
would like to say that there are small groups of assiduous readers of New Revelation 
also in Brazil. 
We maintain a modest site (www.novarevelacao.org)) and we usually correspond 
with another Brazilian site (www.neoteosofia.org) both in Portuguese only. In 
addition, we maintain permanent contact with the pastor Egídio 
(http://www.refugiobetania.org/), from Portugal. 

Pastor Egídio was the one who introduced us to the Jacob Lorber International 
Bulletin, what greatly pleased us. It would be fantastic for us if the Jacob Lorber 
International Bulletin was published in English too! We hope you get a proper 
translator! 

We are now following the guidance of Pastor Egidio because we feel in the 
“Refúgio Betânia” (Bethany Refuge) the strong presence of our Father. 

Our site is based on the work of a German named Yolanda Linau who came to 
Brazil as a refugee from WWII and brought with her many Lorber books (according to 
her, her true treasure). Yolanda went on to translate the books into Portuguese over 
the years, and a support association was formed around her work. 

After Yolanda's death, a friend from her study group named Hannelore Segala, a 
Brazilian from German parents and still living among us, continued the translations 
from German into Portuguese, but she recently stopped working because of her old 
age. 

Today we have some works and articles in Portuguese that are not found in other 
languages. Gradually, we also try to translate all the material we have here into 
English. We highlight the book "Gifts from Heaven", a diary of Lorber recording 
intimate conversations and daily teachings given by the Father. 

According to Hannelore, the problem is not only financial but mainly find someone 
Portuguese-English translator really "touched" by the Father. Not being so, the 
translation will not be true. 

Would you be interested in the originals in German to be translated straight into 
English? Our interest is exclusive to make available to the world what we have here 
and we know that English today is practically a universal language. If you prefer, 
would you like to talk about it with Hannelore? (by phone, email or Skype), Speaking 
directly in German? 

Note 1: I do not speak a simple word in German and, as you can see, my English 
is limited (It's good that there's  Google Translator…). I can pass the Hannelore data 
to you if there is interest. She agrees. 
     Note 2: Some years ago I lost contact with a couple from New Zealand (Ben and 
Loes, from the Jacob Lorber Foundation of New Zealand) and other friends of ours 
who reside in the Netherlands. We had communicated through 
emails bendk@clear.net.nz  and lorber/info@clear.net.nz  but we have not received 

http://www.novarevelacao.org/
http://www.neoteosofia.org/
http://www.refugiobetania.org/),
mailto:bendk@clear.net.nz
mailto:lorber/info@clear.net.nz


 
 

any more answers. Do you know some of them? 
 
Fraternal hugs !! 
 
Ricardo Arruda 
 

Answer 

 Dear brother Ricardo, greetings in the Lord! 

Your message is received with great enthusiasm. Where two or three are gathered 

in my name, there am I in their midst, Jesus says in Matt. 18:20. And I firmly 

believe in it. We have occasional contact with brother Amsterdam from Brazil with his 

homepage  www.neoteosofia.org-, You must know him! The monthly publication of 

the Jakob Lorber Bulletin International also appears in English since February 2016. 

If you are interested, I can send all the Bulletins. This might be a surprise for you and 

a plus. 

Yolanda Linau was already introduced by the Brazilian brother Amsterdam in our 

September 2016 Bulletin [I will also send it!] Her name is certainly known to us.  

Hannelore Segala did a good job. At a certain time, the body stops with gradual 

decay of the precious body that with a special purpose was allowed to serve the 

Lord, on this small earth. This applies to us all. Moreover, there are already a lot of 

books about Jakob Lorber in English. Of course, I would like to get in touch with 

Hannelore. The email address is: zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com.In the e-mail contact, 

I will gladly disclose my phone number. Unfortunately, the e-mail addresses 

mentioned by you, are not known to me. Nowadays, there are also search engines 

for lost emails but I am not familiar with them. E.g. 

https://metager.de/meta/meta.ger3?eingabe=lorber%2Finfo&focus=web&encoding=u

tf8&lang=all# 

What a good thing we have been able to contact each other, in this way. May the 

Lord bless you all for the good work in this big world. 

With brotherly greetings, also from all our readers from Europe and other parts of the 

world. Gerard 

 ================================================================ 

 

Lorberfreunde-Schwarzwald.de [Germany] 

Dear Gerard, 

Wilfried is now in my seminar house in the Black Forest (Schwarzwald )- when he 

http://www.neoteosofia.org/
mailto:zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com
https://metager.de/meta/meta.ger3?eingabe=lorber%2Finfo&focus=web&encoding=utf8&lang=all
https://metager.de/meta/meta.ger3?eingabe=lorber%2Finfo&focus=web&encoding=utf8&lang=all


 
 

arrived here by ambulance, he said: Now it's uphill.  

He is well taken care of here, doctors, the Social station, his wife Susanne and I try to 

take care of him with our best welfare assistance, and help with the daily 

conversation with JESUS with devotion. That is, He can barely talk. He is half-

paralyzed and his right eye is closed and we will do our best that he can come into 

the wheelchair for a short time, despite his unnatural movement. Wilfried is mentally 

alert and he would like to ask you to publish the "Berta Dude and Jakob Lorber" 

article which I have attached in the annex. 

It is also a clarification since Berta Dudde understands something quite different 

under JESUS. 

In case you have any questions for further information, Wilfried can only answer them 

if he is better. If I can inform Wilfried on something, please write to: 

Wilfried Schlätz - c / o Günter Oberschmid - Seminarhaus Heidewuhr - Bergalingen 9 

79736 Rickenbach - Germany - or by mail: 

Seminarhaus.heidewuhr@gmail.com 

Best regards to you and all the good from the beautiful Schwarzwald. 

Günter 

 

ANSWER 

Dear Günther, 

Several times I have wondered how it goes with our brother Wilfried, and also other 

readers of our mutual exchange bulletin have probably thought also. 

If Wilfried appreciates some homeopathic support,  I can send him via you, some 

globuli [among others C200 Arnica, Hypericum ,what will do him definitely good. [This 

is my job] and  privately mediate him anything further in order to prevent any relapse. 

The important differences in the content of Bertha Dudde and Jakob Lorber, which he 

sent me, can only be published in parts in the next bulletin - because of the large 

amount of information of 30 pages- so that the bulletin does not become too large- 

Although a very important and extraordinary theme.  

It pleased me greatly that Wilfried despite his precarious health condition - with the 

help of Jesus knows how to sustain himself and get his strength from it. I wish him 

God's help and blessings in this process of purification. 

Wilfried, good recovery and rehabilitation, I wish you - and all readers- all the best!. 



 
 

Gerard 

 ================================================================ 

 

Gerd Kujoth from Switzerland 

Dear Gerd Kujoth, 

First of all, I would like to thank you very much for your extraordinary interesting topic. Your 

conversation topic has done something with me, so I now want to know everything down to 

the smallest detail. Your story has kept me intensively busy. Your described facts are almost 

acceptable to me. But since I am a man who wants to have more facts on the table in this 

respect, for example, I want to know how you have come to your data on Mars and do you 

have more documents available about what you have described in the previous bulletin? 

There is unclear information relating the year data between Emperor Tiberius and King 

Herod! 782 is the year 29 AD. In September of the same year begins the 15th year of 

Tibérius. 782 minus the 30th age of Jesus = 752 – In this year Jesus must presumably be 

born. 

But this gives a great a difference and this is even two years in contrast with Herod, the child 

murderer, who died in 750 after the foundation of Rome according to the information of 

Flavius! I have gathered all the facts that were known in the Great Gospels of John, and I 

published them partly here. Gerard 

 

================================================================ 

 
Manuela from Portugal 
 

Dear Gerard,  

Thank you for your answer and your appreciative words that touched my heart. We 

do our best to live according to God's revelations through the good brother Jacob 

Lorber - that's all. 

And according to his instructions, we have spread from there "complete light" around 

the world; we have also started with a modest monthly bulletin and are waiting for the 

next step: the site listed below. 

Refúgio Betânia Comunidade Cristã 
Address: Rua do Padre Alexandre, 6 
4100-036 PORTO – PORTUGAL 
 

Our site: www.refugiobetania.org 
Email address: refugiobetania@gmail.com 
 

http://gmail.com/


 
 

Bank Coordinates: 
NIF: 510 601 960 
IBAN: PT50 0036 0188 9910 0037 251 13 
SWIFT: MPIOPTPL 
 

We will stay in contact with God and there can be no time limit or distance between 
like-minded children in the Spirit. 
 
God bless you very much for all the good work you do. Your sister in the Lord and J. 
Lorber,  
 
Manuela 
 

================================================================ 

 

Hans de Heij from the Netherlands 

Dear Gerard, 

 As a continuation to my previous response, I have created a German and an English 

version of the geometry of creation and simultaneously gave it a new look. 

I would like it if you want to publish this English and German version of my films of 

the "Geometry of Creation" and the golden ratio in your Bulletin. These are the two 

links to the two films: 

1. Geometrie der Schöpfung 

https://youtu.be/qVB9HQqivOA 

2. Geometry of creation 

https://youtu.be/iGN6DyTfaSc 

Yours sincerely, Hans de Heij   

 

Answer 

Dear Hans, 

Nice that you have produced the films in two languages. The first in the German 

language and the second in the English language. Really international! And now 

wait for Response.  G 

================================================================ 

 

https://youtu.be/qVB9HQqivOA
https://youtu.be/iGN6DyTfaSc


 
 

Rudy Vercauteren from België 

Dear Gerard, 

I probably missed something last time but is it possible to get in contact with Hans (...) who 

has published something on the Golden Ratio? 

Thank you very much for this. 

Greetings, 

Rudy Vercauteren 

Answer 

Dear Rudy, 

The email-adres of Hans de Heij is: jth@upcmail.nl 

I wish you all the best. G 

================================================================ 
 

 

                   „Characteristics of our time“ 
                                          - At the beginning of the year 2017 – 
 

                                                                          By Klaus Opitz 
 

. Corruption spreads all over the world. 
Transparency. 69 out of 176 countries studied are strongly affected. 1) 
 

. The inequality increases. 
DIW-STUDIE. The strongest increase is the risk of poverty among 25-35 year-olds. 2) 
 

. Eight super-States have as many as 3,6 billion people. 
A study by Oxfam shows a sharp imbalance in the distribution of assets. 3) 

 

. The birth of the animal-human-creature. 

mailto:jth@upcmail.nl


 
 

Biotechnology. Two research groups make breakthroughs known at the creation of 
hybrid creatures. In such mixed beings should be grown organs for transplantation 
medicine. Will there soon be human hearts coming out of the pigsty? 4) 
 "Researchers create for the first time mixed creatures from humans and pigs to grow 

human replacement organs!" (Focus Online 27.01.2017) 

. In Arctic is a heat wave. 
Climate Researcher Anders Levermann about the origins of the current cold wave in 
Europe, acute ice loss to the oceans and the actual effects of the rising sea level. 5) 
 
. Catastrophe year for the insurance industry. 
CLIMATECHANGE. The total damage drastically rises to 170 billion - 70 percent of 
all claims are not insured. 6) 
 

. World index 2017. 
According to the index of a global study on prosecutions, live in 50 countries on the 

Earth approximately 4.8 billion people, including about 650 million Christians of whom 

over 200 million are exposed to severe persecution. This is the outcome of a new 

estimate by a special research method.  

1) Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger: 26.Januar 2017,  
2) 26.Januar 2017,  
3) 16.Januar 2017  
4) DER SPIEGEL 5/2017,  
5) Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger: 26.Januar 2017,  
6) 5.Januar 2017,  
7) Open Doors 02/17 (www.opendoors.de) 
 

Jezus via Gottfried Mayerhofer: „characteristics of our time“ 
 
 

"You should not be machines but become self-thinking beings with spiritual eyes 

watching in the great spiritual world, so that all of you, where this occurs, can 

give it an appropriate value and can judge its purpose, its "why"! 

That is why this word bears the title, "Characteristics of your time," so that you may 

recognize how close you are to one part of the point of the cumulative material 

scam but also how close you are to the general beginning of the triumph of the 

spiritual for which I once gave My life. In order to make it your own, you must now 

fight yourself and perhaps still have to endure a lot. "1) 

1) From: Gottfried Mayerhofer, "Characteristics of our time" (Secrets of Life), see 

www.JESUS2030.de, left marginal column under "About the future (1)" Über die Zukunft (1)“ 

Jesus via Jakob Lorber: "An evangelical sign of the time" 

"Behold, in Luke 13 Chapter, from the sixth to the ninth verse, there is a parable of 

one who had planted a fig tree in his vineyard but it would not bear fruit for three 

years. 

http://www.opendoors.de/
http://www.jesus2030.de/


 
 

I tell you: This parable [this Image} contains great for everyone; now it's his 

time! Consider it in you, and well to him who will find himself in this picture! 

[Recognize]-This image is like a secret, a hidden treasure; Well to him who finds 

him! Now, it is enough, for I will not tell you more about it and you will therefore do 

not need to write anymore. Therefore enough! Amen. " 2) 

2) From Jakob Lorber, "an evangelical sign of the time" (Lebens Garten "-Secrets of Life) See 

www.JESUS2030.de, left edge column under" Über die Zukunft (1), "Theme" Kennzeichen unserer 

Zeit " 

================================================================ 

 

Contacts continuing: 
 

 

Helmut from Austria 

 

Hello Gerard, 

In short, some text about the Sun; This message matches this time the contents of 

the Lorber-bulletin. Supposedly, the answer to the difficult question: "How can the 

substance of the Sun on your soil contain "water" as Lorber claimed that? 

Water on the Sun? 

For over 20 years, my copy of the "NATURAL SUN" has a little piece of paper 

enclosed,  I must have put it in at the time. In the year 1995, I read on Teletext a 

headline which has put me completely under a strong current. Every news after that 

has subsequently not confirmed that there is actually water on the Sun and that this 

is even scientifically proven! How can it be, that on the glowing hot sun with an 

assumed temperature of 2900 to 5700 degrees even water can or should exist? Not 

surprisingly, that since then a little has heard of it, there is a common Sun(solar) 

theory. Almost the death blow. One would prefer to be silent in the space research 

http://www.jesus2030.de/


 
 

because one does not like to develop a new theory; It would mean that so far 

falsehood has been proclaimed as "assured knowledge!" 

And what does such alleged headers in the text mean? Literally this: p 652, Thursday 

1.06.95 - Austrian Television 1 - 16:20 pm - SCIENCE: WATER ON THE SUN: 'US 

researchers have discovered water on the Sun'. 

According to a study published in the magazine "Science", the water floats above the 

sunspot as clouds. Their temperatures are 2900 degrees, far below that of the rest of 

the sun where temperatures of 5700 degrees prevail. With the help of a special 

telescope, the very dense, irregularly shaped clouds were confirmed, said a chemist 

of the research team. 

Good friends of the Revelations of Jesus via Jacob Lorber, the Lord speaks in 

Chapter 9,14 of  “various large water circles” which from the pole to the Equator the 

seventh times divide the most solid Earth Kingdom. These circular waters always 

have a width of several thousand (G) miles and near the middle, a depth of often ten 

to twenty (G) miles. [source: the natural sun, Chapter .9: 14]. 

Because I do not speaking Latin, I can only say here: the sages don’t need much . 

================================================================ 
 

 

Significant differences in content between Bertha Dudde and Jakob 

Lorber - in the light of the New Revelations of Jesus by Jakob 

Lorber 

                                  -  Opposition   -    

 from Wilfried Schlätz 

 Adam and Eve 
 

Bertha-Dudde (BD): 

God created the first couple of people at many different places on the Earth's surface 

(about 6,000 years ago): Adam1, 2, 3 and Eva1, 2, 3 (WS) – “I created humans in 

large numbers.” - the act of creation of the first man. thus repeated again in areas 

that were inaccessible to the individual human tribes -.. And it was only after a long 

time that the different tribes took connection with each other. (1) 

And there was a report given of the earthly evolutionary process since Adam and 

Eve, which does not exclude that the same took place in other parts of the earth, 

which were so far apart for these first humans, and were partly separated by great 



 
 

seas, So that each Empire was a world for itself where the once fallen spirits could 

mature and were able to embody in the people. "(2) 

Jakob Lorber (JL): 

God created only a single human couple (about 6,000 years ago): Adam and Eve, 

from whom all other human beings descended (WS) –  

"In the beginning, only one human couple was placed on the Earth and the man was 

called Adam and the woman Eve. "The first human pair had certainly received the 

purest and best education from God and could pass it purely on to all his 

descendants. But look at the people, 2000 later in Noah's time and you see them 

walking around as the most evil Devils '.(3) 8. GGJ 24.11 

Only the first human couple received the body from the will and the hand of God - all 

other human beings only from a mother's body. " (7.GEJ 121.7 + 12) 

The entire household of God by Jakob Lorber knows only one first human pair: 

ADAM and EVA (WS) (6.GGJ 90,8) 

Were Adam and Eve the first full human beings? How did they arise and what did 

they experience? "(GG) 

1. The substantial Soul. 

Bertha Dudde [BD]: "The soul is the real 'I' of man, which is contained in a material 

outer shell." (5) - And so is the soul, the real 'I' of man .... But this can also exist 

without the body. P- And thinking this,  this willing and feeling something - the soul - 

moves in other spheres after death, but always as the same being that formerly 

inhabited the human body. (6) - 'The soul is the innermost of man' (10) 

Jakob Lorber [JL]: The substantial soul or the natural soul is not the real 'I' of man. 

The substantial soul, by itself, is by no means higher than a monkey soul - And the 

same goes for a nature stupid .If we look  more in detail at the life of the soul as such, 

we soon will discover that also he is a substantial bodily being who in himself, stands 

not much higher than at best, for instance, the soul of an ape'. (7), 8. GGJ24.11; 

The soul without the spirit is thus a mere dumb polar force. It is to be compared with 

an earthly creature without any reasonable sense. See, the same is the soul without 

the spirit. " 

And these mentioned almost mindless creatures have merely a Soul life, that is, in its 

soul there is either a too weak Spirit or often no Spirit at all. " (8) 2. SS 79,13 + 14 –  

See also the articles by K. Eggenstein on the secrets of the soul. 

3.The created essential Spirit. 

Bertha Dudde {BD]: 



 
 

There is no created spirit in man. The Spirit is the uncreated Divine in man, i.e the 

spirit is directly present in the substantial soul (WS) 

"But what is meant by" spirit?" It is the Spirit -the Divine in man-he is that whiat 

characterizes men as divine creatures." (9) 

"The soul conceals in itself the divine spirit - the divine spirit-spark, however, God 

Himself places the Spirit-spark in the human- The embodied soul." (11) 

Jakob Lorber (JL) 

The created essential spirit is the true “I” of man. This spirit (1) became angry at the 

Fall of Lucifer and he can become angry again at an evil man. (WS) 

"Remember this! About three days before the birth, directly from the finest and at the 

same time, one of the most solid substances of the soul, exceptional fine vesicles are 

formed in the heart area, and in these vesicles is an ever become evil spirit [ 1] laid 

which according to the being is a divine spark of divine love -. Now the spirit is still 

dead, as it was banned to the matter since a long time "(12). 

"From this ever-increasing demand, the spirit which is thus becoming more and more 

awake, then transcends into a revenge of self-rejection which in this feeling becomes 

more and more a despiser of God" (Devil) " [Editorial note...: the last paragraph 

refers to "the worst case!"] 

(13)  Spiritual Sun 2 page 107.12 

See also the article by K. Eggenstein on Spirits and spirit sparks. 

================================================================ 
 

     The Full Moon 
These data are elaborated using the relevant astronomical program 'Redshift8-

Premium'; The geographic location was set at the Jerusalem stand. With the 

perpetual calendar, as Gerd Kujoth and Oene Zijda this also recommended us, we 

get the same identical results for the data of a full moon phase. E.g. 

http://www.thkoehler.de/midnightblue/m_kal.htm 

http://www.paulcarlisle.net/mooncalendar/ 

In the Great Gospel of John  [GGJ.03_082,11] and [GGJ.07_208,02] there is spoken 

about a Solar eclipse. On the basis of this, we can actually figure out in which year 

this happened, as on 28 March, 24 AD at 15:04 hrs, at the time there was a total 

solar eclipse, as well as on 1 Aug. 26 AD 10.03 hrs., [also 2 years later!] Then also 

a complete eclipse of the sun on the 10th of July, 28 AD at 18.37 hrs.The reader 

http://www.thkoehler.de/midnightblue/m_kal.htm
http://www.paulcarlisle.net/mooncalendar/


 
 

can draw his own conclusion from this. A solar eclipse can never have occurred 

naturally during the crucifixion of Jesus because it [apparently?] was full Moon on the 

eve of the 14th and that according to the calculations. 

But where is the month of Nisan in connection with the full moon at Easter mentioned  

in the Bible and the New Revelations? 

 
Question about the full moon! 

That it was full moon at the crucifixion of Jesus, is not known in the Bible, not 

even in the GGJ. The Jewish Easter was  celebrated 2,000 years ago - according to 

[GGJ1-6: 12] until three months later so around June[Maybe until 3 July]; but the 

most common Easter we celebrate today in late March or April [depending on the 

full-moon phase of the Moon!] - The Jewish Easter was during the period of Moses 

in the month Abib or Nisan but this Easter shifted  only much later [in the time period 

of Jesus] – and thus three months later! 

Pontius Pilate wrote the following letter to Emperor Tiberius: 

"Gradually the day began to darken like a winter dusk. It was like in the middle of 

March .I was still a procurator of a rebellious province, leaning against a pillar of my 

gallery in the gloomy darkness, pondering how the evil spirits of Tartarus had 

dragged the innocent Nazarene to the execution, all the people who had been 

around me had left me ... " 

Note: Here it is clear that Jesus was NOT crucified in the spring on the 14th Nisan as 

JL and the Bible also confirm ... 

Whether the Easter Feast is now three years later at the end of the tenure of Jesus' 

at the crucifixion has been regulated to the previous Easter, as in the time period of 

Moses in Egypt, which was obviously connected to the full moon, that hopefully 

someone among the readers might know! Response? G. 

================================================================ 

 

In what year the child Jesus was born! 



 
 

It is indeed true that in the Revelation of Jovian, a German translation copy is found 

with an original Syro-Aramaic written apocalypse.  

The time period of the emergence of this concept can be found in the text itself with 

an exact date which falls on the 28th May at the 837e Roman year [according to 

the origin of the city of Rome] on which event the time on the account of the 

Roman Empire is derived.] - [Gerd Kujoth] 

The Roman year 837, would correspond to our Christian year 84 AD according 

to the prevailing standard Julian calendar. Now you can count: our present 

time calculation is actually incorrect, because Jesus was born according to the 

Roman writings in 4151 after Adam, and according to Josephus is that the 

Roman year 746-747. [Jesus was incidentally born in the cave of Rachel, shortly 

before Bethlehem!] 

 

Jovian wrote [according to Gerd Kujoth]; in the third year of my exile - the Romans 

wrote the year 837 [in the third year of the emperor Domitian) -  on a twenty-eighth 

day of the month Maius [May 28] at the Lord's day - I was alone on the rocks and in 

Spirit with him because it was the fifty-fourth anniversary of His glorious 

Ascension. 

A small calculation shows the following information: 837 minus 54 = 783 minus age 

of Jesus: 33 [= 33.5 teaching years of Jesus] = 750 - minus 1 [because of the astro 

nomic year 0 which still will be counted in all calculations!] = the 749e Roman year. 

On 5 & 6 JANUARY 6 before Christ [BC] the Moon was Full! On 7 

and 8 January it was in the year of birth 9 b. Chr. [BC] also FULL 

MOON. This data can be tested with several astronomical and astrological software. 

I hereby consulted an astronomy and astrology expert, who thus has occupied for 

decades with it - Oene Zijda from the Netherlands - who was also previously briefly 

mentioned in one of our Bulletins. He pointed out to me - after a lot of detective work, 



 
 

-that the following scientific data can be placed in connection with it and with the 

greatest certainty is also detectable!  

Namely, the planet Mars stood on February 14 in the 24th year AD  the closest 

to the Earth! Mars was 24 AD also in Lion from January to May. 

The date shall be, inter alia, copied from the Ephemerides which was sent by a 

professional person. I received from the same astronomy expert also the 

oppositions [180 degrees] of Mars opposite the Sun. And that is where it's 

actually about: 

 

 

 

The Sun was at 03:07 o'clock in the morning on February 10, 24 n. Chr. 180 degrees 

opposite Mars 

Oene Zijda from Groningen [ the Netherlands] wrote: 

Mars is seven times opposite the Sun every 15.8 years. Of these seven times, 

he's three times close to the Earth and four times he is far from Earth. After 79 

years the cycle begins again. 

Readers who are interested in this data can obtain this, free of charge, for personal 

inspection. During the first 10 years, before Jesus' birth, it was 9 BC. on 7 and 8 

January full moon, also on January 5 in 6 BC The full moon gives an accurate and 

reliable indication of the birth year of Jesus. The Moon and the planet Mars - as well 

as the Jovian remain as the only reliable clues. 

The Julian and Gregorian calendars differ exactly 13 days with each other. For 

example, December 25 is according to the Jul. calendar the actual calendar date of 

January 7 in the Gregorian calendar. 

Filtzinger is trying to prove the official time of Cyrenius. According to him, the 

supremacy of Quirinius began in Syria in 11 years BC. The testimony of his 

governorship "is reduced to an inscription found in Antioch. 2000 years ago governor 



 
 

meant 'King, a high title. He was called, the King of Syria. According to Filtzinger 

there was such a count in 9. BC! 

[Childhood of Jesus 01, 012,03] The Roman Emperor Augustus gave orders 

throughout his lands whereby all people of his empire should be assessed and 

counted, in order to be classified for tax and recruitment purposes. 

Luke.2,1-14:  1. In those days Caesar Augustus issued a decree that a census 

should be taken of the entire Roman world. 2 This was the first census that took 

place while Quirinius was governor of Syria. 3 And everyone went to their own 

town to register. 

Josephus reported on the tragic child murder by Herod in his own family in 7 BC. He 

let his own innocent sons strangle in Sebaste !!! [Josephus Ant. 16.11; Bell. I, 27.6]. 

The church father Tertullian [200 AD] Had already suspected, that the census 

actually was done under the proconsul Gaius Sentius Saturninus [Cyrenius!] which  

then certainly had occurred between 9 and 7 BC. 

Only the Armenian Church has kept the birth date of Jesus on January 6 until today 

while the 'world' celebrates on this date, only the visit of the "Three Kings" to the 

Christ child. Celebrating Jesus' birth on January 6 or January 7  by the Orthodox 

churches, is related to of the fact that 25-12 [Julian calendar] matches 7-1. 

[Gregorian calendar]. Both calendars differ from each other 3 days in 400 years. With 

other words, the Eastern churches celebrate the birth of Jesus usually on December 

25, not according to the Gregorian calendar but according to the Julian calendar !!! 

Summarized: In view of the fact that there are only a few possibilities to trace 

the full moon at the time at the birth of Jesus in 5 to 9 BC on 5.6, 7 and 8 

January and From the fact that the planet Mars was visible and very close to 

the Earth in 24 AD, we can reduce that Jesus probably has died in 25 AD. [And 

the birth year speaks for itself!] – I fiend the hypothesis and facts [as the theme 

Jovian!] Submitted by Gerd Kujoth, very clear and also very acceptable; 

[Except Mars!] Which has led to have come forward with even more facts. G. To 

be continued! 

================================================================ 

 



 
 

Swedenborg prophesied about Jakob Lorber 
 
Swedenborg has done a prophecy which probably points to the direction of 
Jakob Lorber. He, Swedenborg, wrote a letter to the Prelate Oetinger on 
November 11, 1766 in which he notes that after him, only a bit later, a man will 
come with a speaking enlightenment, and that he will be a part on this. On the 
basis of this, Swedenborg has emphasized that this voice of inspiration did not 
come from outside but from within. [Adversia IU, 6966] 
 
From Jakob Lorber, we know that he heard the voice from within, from the  
area of his heart. And Swedenborg was able to write down his gazes in the 
spiritual world with his own words. 
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